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APPLICATION DISTRIBUTION AND BILLING 
SYSTEM IN A WIRELESS NETWORK 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATION 

[0001] This application claims the bene?t of Provisional 
Application No. 60/312,737, ?led Aug. 15, 2001, pending, 
Which application is incorporated herein by reference in its 
entirety. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] 
[0003] The present invention generally relates to data 
netWorks and computer communications and processing. 
More particularly, the invention relates to the interfacing 
betWeen systems, transaction processing and billing, and 
product negotiation and management. 

[0004] II. Description of the Related Art 

[0005] Wireless devices, such as cellular telephones, per 
sonal digital assistants (“PDAs”), pagers, laptops With Wire 
less connectivity, etc., communicate packets including voice 
and data over a Wireless netWork. These Wireless devices 
have installed application programming interfaces (“APIs”) 
onto their local computer platform that alloW softWare 
developers to create softWare applications that operate on 
the Wireless device. The API sits betWeen the Wireless 
device system softWare and the softWare application, mak 
ing the Wireless device functionality available to the appli 
cation Without requiring the softWare developer to have the 
speci?c Wireless device system source code. 

I. Field of the Invention 

[0006] The softWare applications can come pre-loaded at 
the time the Wireless telephone is manufactured, or the user 
may later request that additional programs be doWnloaded 
over cellular telecommunication carrier netWorks, Where the 
doWnloaded applications are executable on the Wireless 
telephone. As a result, users of Wireless telephones can 
customiZe their Wireless telephones through the selective 
doWnloading of applications, such as games, printed media, 
stock updates, neWs, or any other type of information or 
application that is available for doWnload through the Wire 
less netWork. In order to manage the cellular telephone 
resources, the user of the Wireless telephone purposefully 
deletes applications and data from the Wireless telephone 
platform to clear storage space so that neW applications can 
be loaded onto the cleared storage. 

[0007] In contrast to the larger computer platforms of 
personal computers and PDAs, Wireless devices have lim 
ited resources, such as storage and processing, to devote to 
non-essential applications. Typically, the telecommunication 
applications have priority of usage of the system resources, 
With other applications allocated resources as available. The 
Wireless device thus only has a limited capacity for holding 
all ?les for applications, and the managing of resources is 
left up to the discretion of user of the telephone to delete 
applications to make room for neW applications desired 
doWnloaded to the Wireless device. The Wireless device Will 
not otherWise doWnload an application that it does not have 
the resources to hold and execute. 

[0008] Applications, and other data, that Will be doWn 
loaded to a Wireless device Will require billing processing. 
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DoWnloading applications, content or other transactions that 
occur With a Wireless device take up resources on a netWork. 

A carrier, in the case of a Wireless netWork, Will Want to 
record these transactions and bill for it appropriately. 

[0009] In the case With voice, a carrier only needs to keep 
track of the amount of time the Wireless device is used on the 
netWork and bill for the minutes of use. With data, hoWever, 
the billing paradigm may be different. Carriers may bill for 
the doWnload or use of a data application separate from hoW 
much time it takes on the carrier’s netWork to doWnload the 
application. To bill for these transactions, the speci?c trans 
action Will need to be accounted for and billed, not just the 
amount of time used on the netWork to perform the trans 
action. 

[0010] In addition, With applications, there may be mul 
tiple party settlements involved Who share in the fee for the 
billed transaction. For example With an application doWn 
load transaction, a carrier and a developer may share the 
doWnload transaction fee incurred by the Wireless device. In 
other cases, such as With doWnloading content, the carrier, a 
content provider and/or a third party involved may get part 
of the fee incurred by the Wireless device’s use of that 
content. Consequently, tracking, billing, and maintaining 
Who shares in the fee for the multitude of transactions that 
occur becomes quite complex. This becomes even more 
complex When an extremely high number of transactions 
that may occur on a carrier’s netWork, With thousands, if not 
millions, of Wireless devices performing numerous transac 
tions each. 

[0011] Additionally, Wireless devices typically need to 
communicate With other systems and databases Within the 
other systems. Unfortunately, the Wireless device may lose 
a signal during communication or be otherWise unavailable 
When transmitting information to other systems. This may 
cause errors When attempting to access a database When the 
signal is lost. The Wireless device may be required to 
reinitiate the database access and resubmit the database 
request When the signal is reacquired. 

[0012] Extended beyond Wireless devices, often Wire 
based systems need to communicate With each other but do 
not share a similar “language” for communication. For 
example, as With Wireless devices, one system may need to 
communicate With the database in another system to receive 
or insert data. To communicate With the database, the system 
must be aWare of the database language, record and ?eld 
structures, and formats in order to access and store infor 
mation in the database. While current technologies provide 
for the ability for the interface betWeen the system and the 
database to include the language, structure and format of the 
database, this becomes more complex When multiple data 
bases, possibly requiring multiple unique database lan 
guages, etc., need to be accessed. 

[0013] Furthermore, When data is to be sent to multiple 
systems, or conversely received from multiple systems, a 
common interface does not exist to integrate across the 
multiple systems to simplify the data transmission. This is 
problematic for systems communicating With several other 
systems. 

[0014] Current methods in the art do not address this need. 
Database replication services and custom built database 
interfaces can become very complex and unWieldy if mul 
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tiple databases need to be accessed. In addition, all systems 
that access the custom database must have that interface. 
Also, custom built databases are required to stay online for 
transactions to occur. 

[0015] Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) only addresses 
the need for pre-de?ned message types and content speci?c 
to electronic commerce. The EDI message formats do not 
address the data eXchange needs as it relates to Wireless 
services, system integration considerations and billing speci 
?city. 
[0016] In addition, products offered for use by the Wireless 
device require negotiation betWeen parties Who created the 
product and the carriers Who’s netWorks Will transmit the 
product to the Wireless devices. As the product list and 
number of carriers and Wireless devices capable of using the 
product increases, the negotiation of the product parameters, 
such as prices, becomes more complex and the managing of 
all the product offerings and agreed to prices become much 
more difficult. 
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[0017] Therefore What is needed in the art are systems and 
methods to address the above recogniZed shortcomings in 
the art. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0018] Systems and methods consistent With the present 
invention overcome the shortcomings of eXisting systems by 
providing systems and methods for interfacing betWeen 
systems, transaction processing and billing, and product 
negotiation and management. 

[0019] In one embodiment of the present invention, a 
method comprises a method as disclosed herein. 

[0020] In another embodiment of the present invention, an 
apparatus comprises an apparatus as disclosed here. 

[0021] Other objects, advantages, and features of the 
present invention Will become apparent after revieW of the 
hereinafter set forth Brief Description of the DraWings, 
Detailed Description of the Invention, and the Claims. 
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Decentralized Transaction Manager 

Purpose 
The purpose of this concept paper is to describe the distributed Transaction Manager (TXN) 
implementation approach. It is a high level Conceptual description to be used by the QC implementation 
team and shared with customers to communicate design concepts and assumptions. 

Assumptions 
The following are implementation assumptions relating to functional requirements and design 
considerations for decentralized Transaction Manager. 

A carrier may be con?gured with one of the following TXN con?gurations 
a) The baseline Transaction Manager con?guration, where transactions are consolidated in a 

Master TXN (MTXN) located in San Diego with network connectivity between the carrier 
ADS farms and QC, San Diego. 

b) A distributed Carrier TXN (CTXN) where the TXN host and services are located at a carrier 
data center. 

If the carrier selects a distributed TXN con?guration, QC will provide the carrier with a parts list 
that includes required hardware and software for the carrier to purchase. The specifics of the 
parts list shall be determined based upon the carrier’s sizing, reliability and availability 
requirements. 
Oracle RDBMS will be required to be used as the repository for both baseline and decentralized 
TXN con?gurations. 
All changes to the TXN data model will be made through the QC software release process. This 
applies to both the CTXN and MTXN. Carriers will not be able to modify the data model 
independent of the QC baseline con?guration. QC will routinely and on-demand perform and 
checksumlhash of installed TXN components to con?rm integrity of TXN released 
configuration. This functionality is required to provide revenue assurance for both Carrier and 
QUALCOMM. 
In a decentralized TXN con?guration, the carrier is responsible for routine server and database 
maintenance. This includes system monitoring, backup/recovery, and escalation of support to 
QC as speci?ed according to carrier agreements. 

Functional Architecture 

Centralized TXN Configuration (Baseline) 
Figure 1 depicts the Centralized TXN con?guration. The following are key functional 
characteristics of the Centralized TXN con?guration. 

' (l) The carrier ADS Farm uploads raw phone transactions into MTXN. 

8/1 5/200 1 OUALCOMM Confidential 3 
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(2) Business metadata is replicated from UAM to MTXN for transaction rating 
and conversion. 

(3) All carrier transactions are consolidated, converted and rated by MTXN. 

(3) MTXN is a centralized Oracle repository located in a QC data center. 

(3) Carrier transactions are logically separated but physically consolidated in 
MTXN, an Oracle repository. ‘ - 

(4) Authorized Carrier users utilize the carrier extranet to apply adjustments to 
applications and generate usage reports by accessing MTXN. 

(5) Carriers may send requests to QC to apply additional application adjustments 
(ISV adjustments not mapping to transactions, recall, etc.). 

(6) Carrier billing extract ?les, in the form of XML file extracts, will be 
generated periodically (i.e., every 30 minutes) and sent to the carrier for 
consumer billing. The carrier billing extract ?les include standard and restricted 
application transactions along will all adjustments and MN update events (i.e., 
MIN transfer, MIN deactivate). 

(7) Carriers perform other consumer adjustments in their billing system(s). 

(8) According to carrier agreements, carriers may be required to self-report on 
BREW enablement fees. 

(9) BREW Billing processes the MTXN rated transactions and derives can-ier 
invoices, according to carrier agreements. 

(9) BREW Billing processes the MTXN rated transactions and processes ISV 
payment according to ISV agreements. 

(10) Authorized carrier users utilize the carrier extranet to access billing detail 
information by accessing BREW billing. 

Carrier Extranet 
--Billing Reports-~ 

Carrier Extranet 
-— Trans Adj Br Reports -~ 

- lnvolce Details 
- Payment Status 

- Consumer - App Transaction SpecIflc 
Adjustments Adjustments 
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A _ Raw Phone - TranslAqustment Reports 
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‘APP P'l°i"9 Farm Carrier Extranet 
'Calalog Setup Ad- H \ 
-Sat Recall List A k b I eques s u 

- Auivanon - XML Catalog Data . 0mg, Adiusjmem - Enablemenl Fee 

- Application Packages Request, Sell Repuning (if 
I - Recall List _ pan |SV R a" not automated) 

Carrier - ' °° 
___---__-____- __--- --- 

Unilied ‘ Trraslel n . i | » 

Appllcailon 2 - Business Data 7 Manager - All Transactions 

Manager - Part No. Malnx (MTXN) - All Adjustment 
- Plan Details 

- Carrier Invoicing 

M ' ISV Payment (Std Apps) 

4= System lntegrahon camel's Enemal SYS'EmS O Business Process Related 

Figure 1 - Baseline Centralized Transaction Manager 
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Distributed TXN Configuration 

Figure 2 depicts the Distributed TXN con?guration. The following are key functional 
characteristics of the Distributed TXN con?guration. 

(l) The carrier ADS Farm uploads raw phone transactions into a Carrier 
Transaction Manager (CTXN). 

(2) Business metadata is replicated from UAM to CTXN and Master Transaction 
Manager (MTXN) for transaction rating and conversion. 

(3) All carrier transactions are consolidated, converted and rated by CTXN. 

(3) CTXN is an Oracle repository located in a Carrier data center. 

(3) Carrier transactions are logically and physically separated in a CT XN Oracle 
repository. 
(4) All transactions and transaction adjustments are replicated to MTXN. 

(5) MTXN is a centralized Oracle repository located in a QC data center. 

(5) Carrier transactions are logically separated physically consolidated in 
MTXN. 

(6) Authorized Carrier users utilize the carrier extranet to apply transaction 
adjustments to applications and generate usage reports by accessing CT XN . 

(7) Carriers may send requests to QC to apply additional standard application 
adjustments (by Part Number or ISV) that do not mapping to speci?c 
transaction, or request a recall adjustment pertaining to either a standard or 
restricted application in MTXN. 

(S) Adjustments that are not associated with a transaction are applied by QC in 
MTXN and get propagated to CTXN. 

(9) Carrier con?gures integration between CT XN and their billing system either 
with (a) XML billing extract ?les generated periodically (e.g., every 10 minutes) 
or (b) CTXN API call for near real-time data ?ow. This data is used in carrier 
billing system for consumer billing and includes standard and restricted 
application transactions along will all adjustments and MIN update events (i.e., 
MIN transfer, MIN deactivate). 

(10) Carriers perform other consumer adjustments in their billing systems. 

(11) According to carrier agreements, carriers may be required to self-report on 
enablement fees. 

(12) BREW Billing processes the rated transactions in MTXN and derives 
carrier invoices, according to carrier agreements. 

(12) BREW Billing processes the MTXN rated transactions and processes ISV 
payment according to ISV agreements. 

(13) Authorized carrier users utilize the carrier extranet to access billing detail 
information by accessing BREW billing. 

8/ 15/200 1 OUALCOMM Confidential 
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101 

102 Figure 2 - Distributed Transaction Manager 

103 Data Interface Considerations 
104 Figure 4 shows the interfaces between QIS Middleware systems. Method of data transfer between the 
105 systems is also identi?ed. 
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108 Figure 4 — Distributed Transaction Manager 
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109 Performance Considerations 
110 This section is TBD. 

111 Example Decentralized TXN Parts List 
112 This section is TBD. 

113 

114 
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Decentralized Transaction Manager 

Purpose 
The purpose of this concept paper is to describe the distributed Transaction Manager (TXN) 
implementation approach. It is a high level conceptual description to be used by the QC implementation 
team and shared with customers to communicate design concepts and assumptions. 

Assumptions 
The following are implementation assumptions relating to functional requirements and design 
‘considerations for decentralized Transaction Manager. 

I A carrier may be configured with one of the following TXN con?gurations 
a) The baseline Transaction Manager con?guration, where transactions are consolidated in a 

Master TXN (MTXN) located in San Diego with network connectivity between the carrier 
ADS farms and QC, San Diego. 

b) A distributed Carrier TXN (CTXN) where the TXN host and services are located at a carrier 
data center. 

' If the carrier selects a distributed TXN con?guration, QC will provide the carrier with a parts list 
that includes required hardware and software for the carrier to purchase. The speci?cs of the 
parts list shall be determined based upon the carrier’s sizing, reliability and availability 
requirements. 

I Oracle RDBMS will be required to be used as the repository for both baseline and decentralized 
TXN con?gurations. 

I All changes to the TXN data model will be made through the QC software release process. This 
applies to both the CTXN and MTXN. Carriers will not be able to modify the data model 
independent of the QC baseline con?guration. QC will routinely and on-demand perform and 
checksum/hash of installed TXN components to con?rm integrity of TXN released 
con?guration. This functionality is required to provide revenue assurance for both Carrier and 
QUALCOMM. 

I In a decentralized TXN con?guration, the carrier is responsible for routine server and database 
maintenance. This includes system monitoring, backup/recovery, and escalation of support to 
QC as speci?ed according to carrier agreements. 

Restricted Application Handling 
The BREW business model supports Standard Applications that use BREW processes provided by 
QUALCOMM for certi?cation, pricing, and developer payment; and Restricted Applications where the 
Carrier is responsible for testing the applications, submitting them to QUALCOMM and paying the 
developer. The QIS Middleware can support two different approaches for handling Restricted 
Application billing in decentralized Transaction Manager. 

8/15/2001 QUALCOMM Confidential 3 
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I Automatic Reporting — The Carrier would utilize the QIS Middleware, speci?cally CTXN, to 
enter transaction adjustments for Restricted Applications. All transaction records would transfer 
to MTXN allowing the Carrier to use consolidated billing reports provided by QIS Middleware. 

I Self Reporting — The Carrier would utilize their existing billing system to make adjustments to 
Restricted Application transactions and would self report to QUALCOMM data pertaining to 
Restricted Applications. QUALCOMM and the Carrier would have to negotiate the format of 
this report and method of delivery. 

Each carrier should assess the pros and cons of each approach, before determining preferred method. 
There may be business terms associated with each option that are not covered in this document. This 
document will only cover the functional differences between the two allematives. 

Functional Architecture 

Centralized TXN Configuration (Baseline) 
Figure 1 depicts the Centralized TXN con?guration. The following are key functional 
characteristics of the Centralized TXN con?guration. 

(l) The carrier ADS Farm uploads raw phone transactions into MTXN. 

(2) Business metadata is replicated from UAM to MTXN for transaction rating 
and conversion. 

(3) All carrier transactions are consolidated, converted and rated by MTXN. 

.(3) MTXN is a centralized Oracle repository located in a QC data center. 

(3) Carrier transactions are logically separated but physically consolidated in 
MTXN, an Oracle repository. 

(4) Authorized Carrier users utilize the carrier extranet to apply adjustments to 
applications and generate usage reports by accessing MTXN. 

(5) Carriers may send requests to QC to apply additional application adjustments 
(ISV adjustments not mapping to transactions, recall, etc.) 

(6) Carrier billing extract ?les, in the form of XML ?le extracts, will be 
generated periodically (Le, every 30 minutes) and sent to the carrier for 
consumer billing. The carrier billing extract ?les include standard and restricted 
application transactions along will all adjustments and MIN update events (i.e., 
MIN transfer, MIN deactivate). 

(7) Carriers perform other consumer adjustments in their billing system(s). 

(8) According to carrier agreements, carriers may be required to self-report on 
BREW enablement fees. 

(9) BREW Billing processes the MTXN rated transactions and derives carrier 
invoices, according to carrier agreements. 

(9) BREW Billing processes the MI‘XN rated transactions and processes ISV 
payment according to ISV agreements. 

(10) Authorized carrier users utilize the carrier extranet to access billing detail 
information by accessing BREW billing. 

8/ 15/200 1 QUALCOMM Confidential 
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Figure I - Baseline Centralized Transaction Manager 

Distributed TXN Configuration — Automatic Reporting 

Figure 2 depicts the Distributed TXN con?guration with automatic reporting. The 
following are key functional characteristics of the Distributed TXN con?guration. 

I (l) The carrier ADS Farm uploads raw phone transactions into a Carrier 
Transaction Manager (CTXN). 

I (2) Business metadata is replicated from UAM to CTXN and Master Transaction 
Manager (MTXN) for transaction rating and conversion. 

I (3) All carrier transactions are consolidated, converted and rated by CT XN . 

I (3) CTXN is an Oracle repository located in a Carrier data center. 

I (3) Carrier transactions are logically and physically separated in a CTXN Oracle 
repository. 

I (4) All transactions and transaction adjustments are replicated to MTXN. 

I (5) MTXN is a centralized Oracle repository located in a QC data center. 

I (5) Carrier transactions are logically separated physically consolidated in 
MTXN. 

I (6) Authorized Carrier users utilize the carrier extranct to apply transaction 
adjustments to applications and generate usage reports by accessing CTXN. 

I (7) Carriers may send requests to QC to apply additional standard application 
adjustments (by Part Number or ISV) that do not mapping to speci?c 
transaction, or request a recall adjustment pertaining to either a standard or 
restricted application in MTXN. 

I (8) Adjustments that are not associated with a transaction are applied by QC in 
MTXN and get propagated to CTXN. 
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I (9) Carrier con?gures integration between CTXN and their billing system either 
with (a) XML billing extract ?les generated periodically (e. g., every 10 minutes) 
or (b) CTXN API call for near real-time data flow. This data is used i n carrier 
billing system for consumer billing and includes standard and restricted 
application transactions along will all adjustments and MIN update events (i.e., 
MIN transfer, MIN deactivate). 

I (10) Carriers perform other consumer adjustments in their billing systems. 

I ( l 1) According to carrier agreements, carriers may be required to self-report on 
euablement fees. 

I (12) BREW Billing processes the rated transactions in MTXN and derives 
carrier invoices, according to carrier agreements. 

I (12) BREW Billing processes the MTXN rated transactions and processes ISV 
payment according to ISV agreements. 

I (13) Authorized carrier users utilize the carrier extranet to access billi 
information by accessing BREW billing. 

ng detail 
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Figure 2 — Distributed Transaction Manager (Auto-Reporting) 

Distributed TXN Configuration - Self Reporting 

Figure 3 depicts the Distributed TXN con?guration with self-reporting. The following 
are key functional characteristics of the Distributed TXN con?guration. Those that 
changed for self-reporting are highlighted in bold. 

I (l) The carrier ADS Farm uploads raw phone transactions into a Carrier 
Transaction Manager (CTXN). 
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129 I (2) Business metadata is replicated from UAM to CTXN and Master Transaction 
130 Manager (MTXN) for transaction rating and conversion. 

131 I (3) All carrier transactions are consolidated, converted and rated by CTXN. 

132 _ I (3) CTXN is an Oracle repository located in a Carrier data center. 

133 I (3) Carrier transactions are logically and physically separated in a CT XN Oracle 
134 repository. 

135 I (4) Standard Application transactions and Standard Application 
136 transaction adjustments are replicated to MTXN. 

137 I (5) MTXN is a centralized Oracle repository located in a QC data center. 

138 I (5) Carrier transactions are logically separated physically consolidated in 
139 MTXN. 

140 I (6) Authorized Carrier users utilize the carrier extranet to apply transaction 
14] adjustments to Standard Applications and generate usage reports by 
142 accessing CTXN. 

143 ' I (7) Carriers may send requests to QC to apply additional standard application 
144 adjustments (by Part Number or ISV) that do not mapping to speci?c 
145 transaction, or request a recall adjustment pertaining to either a standard or 
146 restricted application in MTXN. 

147 I (8) Adjustments that are not associated with a transaction are applied by QC in 
148 MTXN and get propagated to CTXN. 

149 I (9) Carrier con?gures integration between CTXN and their billing system either 
150 with (a) XML billing extract ?les generated periodically (e. g., every 10 minutes) 
151 or (b) CT XN API call for near real-time data flow. This data is used in carrier 
152 . billing system for consumer billing and includes standard and restricted 
153 application transactions along will Standard Application adjustments and 
154 MIN update events (i.e., MIN transfer, MIN deactivate). 

155 I (10) Carriers perform other consumer adjustments and restricted 
156 application adjustments in their external billing systems. 

157 I (11) According to carrier agreements, carriers may be required to self 
158 report on enablement fees and application usage. 

159 I (12) BREW Billing processes the rated transactions in MTXN and derives 
160 carrier invoices, according to carrier agreements. 

161 I (12) BREW Billing processes the MTXN rated transactions and processes ISV 
162 payment according to ISV agreements. 

163 I (13) Authorized carrier users utilize the carrier extranet to access billing detail 
164 information by accessing BREW billing. 

165 
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167 Figure 3 — Distributed Transaction Manager (Self-Reporting) 

. - 

168 Data Interface Considerations 
169 Figure 4 shows the interfaces between QIS Middleware systems. Method of data transfer between the 
170 systems is also identi?ed. 

171 
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172 

173 Figure 4 — Distributed Transaction Manager Data Interfaces 
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174 Performance Considerations 
175 This section is TBD. 

176 Example Decentralized TXN Parts List 
177 This section is TBD. 

178 

179 
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Transaction Manager High Level Overview 

1 Transaction Manager 

2 System Overview 
3 The QIS Distribution Center (QDC) provides applications and services relating to the QIS as depicted 
4 in Figure 1. 

Figure 1. QIS Middleware Conceptual Architecture 
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Carrier Transaction App 8t Catalog ' 
Carrier Bllling Data Data Download " °"° 

5 
6 

7 These QDC applications and services include the following functions: 

8 OEM Extranet (l2) — The OEMs will be provided extranet services to assist them in 
9 provisioning the wireless devices with the BREW API, MobileShop, BREW 
10 applications and other BREW required components. The OEM extranet will also 
ll enable the OEMs to request the creation of additional BREW platform IDs and to 
12 submit Restricted Applications for signing and packaging 

l3 Certi?cation Extmnet (1l)~— The Certi?cation extranet provides services which 
14 facilitate communication between the BREW certi?cation centers (initially NSTL) and 
l5 the Certi?cation Center headquarters in San Diego. Services provided via the extranet' 
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